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1 , 
The present invention: relates to plugs‘f'or 

cylindrical passages and, more ‘particularly, to 
the type employed‘ for stoppering tubular struc 

. tures which may serve as a; piston plug'therein, 
and is adapted especially'to use ihsme'di'cinal 
storage vials, ampules, hypodermic; injection 
syringes; etc. 
A general object of the‘ present invention‘ is 

to provide such plugs from resilient ~m'aterial, 
generally of a crowned cupped shape, which are 
easily and economically'rnass produced and which 
permit use thereof efficiently‘ as-stoppers‘for 
tubular structures, as piston plugs for expelling 
.?uids. from ampule tubes and syringe barrels, ' 
or as partitioning'means in tubes readily ‘pro’ 
vided, if desired, with piercedslits effectively to 
'serve as ef?cient one-wayjvalves, i. e., permitting 
passage of ?uids under‘ pressurev from within the 
cupped chambers in the plugs‘while blocking re 
verse ?ow; the crowned closure endsof the‘ plugs 
being of such shape and so- proportioned‘ as to 
vavoid any tendency to bulgeflaterally with in- _ 
folding to a degree that might tend to 'locatefolds 
thereof laterally beyondedges :of the holes or 
tubular structures in which they‘are mounted 
while permitting e?ective use as ’ aspirating 
means. ,U 7_ V y 

A more speci?c object of the present invention 
is to provide such a crowned cupped resilient plug 
whichhas one, end of a substantially cylindrical 
.base sleeve section closed off by a relatively high 
lyiflexibledomed closure and rendered relatively 
in?eiiibleat its tip to providevbetween the latter 
andthe sleeve section a relatively highly resili 
,ent zone so proportioned and disposed as to pre 
vent undue lateral» bulging. thereof with in-fold 
ing under pressure applied either mechanically 
or by means of ?uid. so that folds thereof will not 
extend laterally. an appreciable distance beyond 
the outermargins of the plug to overlap, edges 
ofthe ‘tubular structure when employed as a 
stopper in an end thereof. , , 

._Another object of thepres'ent. invention. is to 
providelsuch a crowned cupped resilient plugv in 
which the’ domed closure end-is readily pierceable 
to. provide fluid passage slits which permit escape 
of ?uid when pressurethereof is applied. inter 
nally; of the hollow plug andwhich maybe ef 
fectively closed to passage of ?uid when pressure 
thereofislappliedto the outsiderofftlh'e domed 
end with resultant inefolding' oflthelatter sothat 
.tnepmg; may serve as a one-wayfvaive; the. sti?-v 
eneenp . of the ‘domed closure end ralso?being 
readily é'pieféeable '¢¢11i¥'a11¥fhere¢t;i° permit 

‘ passagetherethroughrof a withdrawing needle, 
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2 
such" as that of a hypodermic syringe, and in'such 
case allowing use of the inherent action of the 
domed end with periodic application thereto‘ and 
relief therefrom of pressure effectively to‘ provide 
aspirating action. ‘ 

_ A further object of the present invention is‘ to 
provide structural embodiments of the plug of 
the present invention which may be readily made 
and, allow e?icient use and operation thereof for 
a variety of purposes, as will be more fully ap 
parent from the following description, _ 
Other objects of the invention will in‘ part‘ be 

obvious and will in part appear'hereina'fter. 
The invention accordingly comprises an article 

of manufacture possessing the featuresproper 
ties; and the‘ relation of elements which will be 
exempli?ed in the article hereinafter‘ described 
and the scope of the invention will be indicated 
in the claims; 

‘Forv a fuller understanding of the nature'a-nd 
objects of the invention, reference should be had 
to the following detailed description taken in 
connection with the accompanying drawingyin 
which: 

- Fig. 1 is an enlarged side view of an‘ embodi 
ment of the- crowned ‘cupped resilient plug of 
they present’ invention; 

Fig. 2 is an end view shown in Fig; 1 as-ob 
served from the domed closure end thereof; 

Fig.’ 3 is-a longitudinal sectional‘ view, taken 
substantially on line 3-3 of Fig. 2; r 

Fig. 4 is a sectional View, with parts broken 
away, of a tube and the» plug shown in Figs. 1, 2 
vand 3 with the latter positioned in an end‘ of the 
former to» serve as a stopper while permitting its 

, use, if desired, .as a piston plug,,-and~‘with-=the 
domed closure end relaxed; 

Fig.- 5 is a sectional view similar to Fig:-4 but 
showingthe in-folding of the domed closure end 
with application of pressure-thereto externally, 
a dot-dash line- position of the so in-folded' plug 
being indicated to illustrate its usev as a: piston 
plug; 
».Fig..6 is an axial section to a smaller scalev ‘of 

an ampule comprising a tube closed at one end 
and plugged at the other by the plug illustrated 
inFigs. l to 5 inclusive, showingea- fragment of 
a piston. post or thrust member associated needle 
of a syringe structure; ' _ 

‘Fig. '7 is a view Similarto Fig. 6 showing in 
folding of the domed cl'osureend of therplug 
when,;pressure, is -Happlied thereto» by‘ means-‘of 
the. piston post of the syringe after the-needle‘ has 
pierced therethrough; ’ ‘I v ' f > _ _ 

8.is,-a,view similar to, Fig; 6< showing, the 
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relative position of the parts upon relief of the 
pressure applied in connection with the Fig. '7 
illustration so as to provide aspirating action; 

Fig. 9 is an axial section of a tubular structure 
or barrel in which the plug of the present inven 
tion is located to serve as a one-way valve parti 
tion structure, with another piston plug being 
employed to create hydraulic pressure in con 
tained liquid to force the latter from the interior 
chamber of the crowned cupped plug through 
pierced slits in its domed closure end; and 

Fig. 10 is a side elevational view of a modi?ed 
form of the crowned cupped resilient plug of the 
present invention shown in Figs. 1 to 9 inclusive 
wherein the base sleeve section has a truly cylin 
drical external surface free from circumferential 
grooving; that view including in dotted lines a 
portion of a tube having a waist constriction with 
the plug serving at the constriction as a parti 
tioning means. 
Cupped rubber plugs have been commonly used 

in ampules and syringe barrel structures to serve 
as stoppers therefor and to act when desired as 
piston plugs for discharge of liquid contents when 
mounted in suitable syringe structures, as will 
be noted from my prior Patent 2,490,447 of De 
cember 6, 1949. However, when such plugs are 
closed off at the end by a transversely-extend 
ing wall, they are of limited use, since aspiration 
‘of a desired degree is not practically attainable 
therewith. Highly crowned plugs which permit 
a desired degree of aspiration have been used, but 
when the crown of such a plug projects from the 
end of a tubular barrel structure or ampule, ex 
ternal pressure thereagainst causes it to flop over 
or bulge laterally to beyond the edge of vthe tube, 
thus undesirably interfering with certain uses of 
the plug, such as for a piston plug. These and 
other difficulties of prior art attempts are effi 
‘ciently eliminated by the crowned cupped resil- l 
ient plug of the present invention, which addi 
tionally permits effective use thereof as a block 
ing or one-way valve partition at a point be 
tween the ends of tubular structures. ‘ 
'As will be seen from the drawing, in which 

like numerals identify similar parts throughout, 
an embodiment of the present invention illus 
trated in Figs. 1 to 8 inclusive may comprise a 
body ll of resilient material, such as synthetic 
‘or natural rubber or gum and the like, having a 
substantiallycylindrical base sleeve section l2 
and a domed protruding closure end is cir 
cumferentially joined to the former at its outer 
end l4. As best seen in Fig. 3, the walls 15 of the 
base sleeve section 12 are relatively thick to be 
appreciably resistive to distortion while permit 
ting limited diametrical constriction to allow a 
‘fluid-type ?t into a tubular structure, such as a 
circular hole, tube or cylindrical barrel. The 
domed protruding closure end I3 is provided with 
a stiffened transversely-extending central section 
Hi to de?ne between its margins and the outer 
end I4 of the base sleeve section I2 a substan 
tially conical zone portion H, which, as will be 
seen from Fig. 3, is formed of relatively thin 
stock so as to be of greater ?exibility than both 
the central section and the base sleeve section. 
Preferably, the central section 16 is formed by a 
circular protruding rib l8 arranged about a cir 
cular, relatively thin-walled, transverse tip mem 
brane l9, so that the latter is easily pierceable by 
a needle while serving as a part of the relatively 
rigid central section i5. However, it will be un; 
derstood that all of the central section [B may, if 
desired, be in the form of a relatively pad 
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of substantially uniform thickness, particularly if 
the use of the plug is such as not to require cen 
tral piercing thereof by a needle or should cer 
tain resistance to such piercing be unobjection 
able. 
As indicated in Fig. 3, the outer surface of the 

zone I‘! preferably has its generatrix, as repre~ 
sented by the dotted line 20, disposed substan~ 
tially at an angle “X” of about 45° to the plug 
axis, as represented by a dot-dash line 2!. It 
has been found, in accordance with the present 
invention, that 45° is about the minimum limit of 
that angle in order to assure elimination of any 
tendency for the domed protruding end it‘ to flop 
over under external pressure or to bulge lateral 
ly to an interfering degree. It is to be under 

7 stood that the domed protruding end I 3 may, 
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within the scope of the present invention, be 
?atter than that shown by way of example in 
the drawing so that angle “X” approaches to 
within a few degrees of 90° with the plug axis 2!. 
However, the ?atter the domed protruding end 
i3 is, the lesser is the aspirating action which is 
attainable by the plug. It will thus be seen that 
in the preferred embodiments the zone I’! is in 
the shape of the surface of a frustum of a right 
cone, but other shapes thereof which closely ap 
proach the same while possibly providing slightly 
curved Walls'in that zone, either convex or con 
cave to a small degree, are contemplated within 
the scope of the present invention and the ter 
minology used herein. 
In the preferred embodiments shown in the 

drawing, the bore 22 of the base sleeve section (2 
is preferably constricted or throated at 23 to as 
sure an appreciable thickness of the walls 15, at 
least at that point, for attainment of the desired 
relative resistivity to distortion or rigidity. The 
bore 22 is ‘?ared out as it, approaches the outer 
end M of base sleeve l2 so as to permit circum 
ferential connection thereto of the base end of 
the frusto-conical section [1 at an appreciable 
diametrical distance from the axis 2|, thereby 
‘assuring a fair width of the flexible zone to per 
mit good ?exing action. It will thus be seen from 
Fig. 3 that the chamber 24 provided within the 
crowned cupped resilient plug I! is substantially 
‘bulbous. 

I In the structure shown in Figs. 4 and 5, tube‘ 
25 may be an end portion of a syringe barrel or 
an ampule of the type shown in my prior patent 
identi?ed above, with one end closed by the plug 
H. of the present invention. Assuming that the 
tube 25 is the cartridge sleeve of‘ an ampule 
intended for use in a Cock type of syringe, as 
illustrated in U. S. Patent 1,661,818 of March 6, 
1928, so as ts serve as the'bar'rel thereof, the 
crowned cupped plug H of the present invention 
serves as the closing piston plug in one end 
thereof. It is well understood in the art that 
in order to discharge liquid contents or such a‘. 
barrel through the needle . of such a syringe 
structure, such piston plug is forced to slide down 
therein by depression of a suitable plunger. In 
Fig. 5, responsive distortion of the present plug 
to such plunger action is illustrated. It will there 
be seen that with application of pressure exter~ 
nally to the protruding tip of the plug. II, as 
diagrammatically indicated by the arrow 26, the 
domed protruding closure end I3 is distorted in~ 
wardly with ?exure of the zone l1. During such 
vflexure of zone ll’, there is no appreciable lateral 
bulging of the plug in the vicinity of the end M 
of base sleeve I2, or any .of such degree as to 
cause the formation, of. a $0111. which would over 
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:lapi-thevedge' 21 of the; tube 23 torsuchean»: extent 
" ass to" intei'f ere with pistons-sliding action: thereof. 
"Such. piston action‘. is "illustrated ".5.-xby1z>'a 
dot-dashoutline at*28, which represents'the loca 
tion of the plug: when: pushed" inwardly the ' dis. 
tancebetweenrthe 130111135729 .andf30. ~' Therm; 
folding of the tip I3 hasbeen aeimggerated.v in 
‘Fig; 5 in order toavoid anypossible" confusion 

‘the: showing of‘ that ?gure. 
‘In-‘Fig; 6; the tube 25; is illustrated aszaniampul‘e 

adapted to-serve as ‘the-‘barrel: ofxa syringe‘ struc 
ture of the type ‘illustrated; in my‘ above identi?ed 
patent. ‘Ampule *' tube 25; of vFig; 6 ‘contains a 
body 3 I» of medicinal solution intended for; hypo 
idermic‘ injection; ‘with i the end; :of‘ thei'tube suit‘ 
ably~=closed off 1' by ‘plug II‘. of; the. present .tinven 
tion. ‘A portion of? pistona-post:ortthrust'memb'er 
<32 ' of" the syringe: structureuand thezassociated 
‘inner? end 33 of.‘ a' double-ended: injection ‘needle 
.are' shown with the 'latter'being thrust‘ intcs'the 
‘membrane: I9. 'After the’ syringe needle has ‘been 
properly inserted into. a patient’s“ ?esh. the ‘domed 
end of the’ plug H will-be depressed or'insfolded, 
as shown in' Fig. 7,."by pushing"theampulei25 
toward the: post‘ or .thrusti'membert32. As a .2 
result, ' the‘ space withinu the‘; ampule' will: be: re 
duced so ‘as: momentarily totdischargelthrough 
the" needle ‘ a; small . quantity ‘of ?uid contents. 
Then,.fupon reliefr'ofpressurei against ampule 25, 
asshown ‘in Fig.1; 8?, the. resiliency of 'thexplug II 
‘will cause its domedend to protrude again‘with 
suction being " createdr on‘v needle .33, 'to'..:provide.1a 
Idesired. aspiratinge action 
The employment :of the 'plug ' of. the present 

invention. as a valved-partition in a tubularstruc 
ture .is illustrated in: Fig. '9" wherein a .portion- of 
tube. I25 isx‘shown. ?ttedv between. its ends with 
‘one of the . plugs" I I- ‘The latter preferably 
provided.‘ with; a; plurality of: pierced slits‘ 34'—34 
in the .zone' [1,. such: asby: thrusting a. needle 
therethrough: atv a pluralityv of‘ points about?the 
tip I6. ‘As’ a result,'when' hydraulic pressure is 
applied‘ chamber. 24L by" forcing‘ :arpiston. plug 
35' of usual ‘construction. intovv the tube. in the 
direction of the arrow indicated, liquid I3I: ‘will 
‘be‘rcaused to‘bulge the idomed end, as shown; with 
an. attendant? opening of the slits‘ 34-—34. Con 
sequently, liquid is caused to‘ pass‘through the 
partitioniplug’ via the" open. slits 3'4'—'-34.‘ .Their 
location in thezone ll ispreferred. since it will 
direct resulting jets of liquid against the; inner 
walls‘ofl‘the tube I25, rather than axially togive 
a fountain actionwhich may be undesirable. 
If, however, suche‘fountairr-i-action is not objec~ 
tionable, membrane l9 within the stiffening rib 
I8 may also be provided with a needle-pierced 
slit I 34 to supplement the action of the slits 
34-44. The opening of the slits 34-—34 and I34 
under hydraulic pressure applied internally of 
chamber 24 is, of course, caused by the stretching 
‘of the relatively thin ?exible walls of zone I‘! and 
the central membrane ‘I9 as the domed end of 
the plug II is bulged under the application of 
pressure within the chamber, as is well illustrated 
in Fig. 9. Upon relief of ‘hydraulic pressure with 
cessation'of sliding motion of piston plug 35, the 
domed end of the piston plug II will relax so 
that the pierced slits 34-34 and I 34 will nat 
urally close by contraction of the resilient walls 
of zone I‘! and membrane I9. Those slits will 
remain effectively closed against any pressure 
applied externally of the domed end since such 

_ application of externalpressure will fold it in-, 
,wardly, such as-is indicated in Fig. 4, and in such 
distorted disposition, the needle-pierced slits re 
main-e?ectively closed against passage of fluid. 
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"Iii'Fig: mes 'showni in fulllines at. Ill'lzanother 
embodimentzof thexpl'uguof the: presentinvention 
di?ering‘ichie?y' from that illustrated Figs. . I‘ to 
g-inclusive in? a: change the base. sleeve section 
I2 thereof. In the plug of Figs. 1‘1130. 9' inclusive 
‘the: base’ ‘sleeve: section.‘ I2. preferably is-‘provided 
with ‘a : plurality; of ' circumferentially. arranged 
external grooves-'36, 36: for a purpose well: known 
in ‘the. art, whilerthebase sleevesection H2 of 
thetFig'. 10 plug is provided with a substantially 
true cylindricalasurface I36. Such. a: change: in 
theplugr structure of the‘ presentinvention is 
'preferred'when it‘ is desired‘ to 'u'sethe' sameas a 
partitioning‘: means in a tubular; structure ‘having 
a constricted waist; such as that indicated-‘in 
dotted lines at‘ I2 5. ' and.‘ 31: respectively in Fig.1.10. 
rlThe constricted waist-.31.:of1course, mayzbezso 
dimensioned as to serve eitherrasaa permanent 
seat ' for? such I a partitioning,plug.v or : as means 

intended‘ only: temporarily tor retard sliding action 
of plug II I upon-application: of pressure thereto. 

It‘ willv thus. be‘ seen‘: that the. objects set forth 
above,.among those made apparent; from the rpre~ 
ceding description, are. ef?ciently attained and, 
since ‘certain changes; may‘ be. made. in the: above 
article, and different. embodiments: off'the; inven 
tion could be made without departing fromithe 
scope thereof, it is intended‘that" all matter'con 
tained in‘ the" above .deseription'or' shown. in the 
accompanying drawing shall be=*interpreted as 
illustrative arid. not‘ in a? limiting sense. 

It is also- to- be’ understood that the? following 
claims are intended" to.I cover "all of the‘ generic 
and» specific-3 features-\ofi the’ invention ‘herein de 
scribed; and all" statements of 'the'scope of the in 
vention which; as a matter 'of'language, might be 
said to fall therebetween. 
‘Having described my invention, what‘ I claim 

as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. crowned: cupped resilient plug‘ for tubular 

structures‘ comprising va hollow, substantially 
cylindrical base‘sleeve section‘ having relatively 
thickwalls to'bej appreciably resistive to distor 
tion ‘while permitting-limited diametrical con 
striction" to allow- ?uid-tight ?tting into a tubu 
lar structure; ‘a domed, protruding closure end 
circumferentially‘ joined to'one end of said sleeve 
section; and‘ a‘ stiffened, transversely-extending. 
central sectionv on‘said domed closure end de?n 
ing ‘between its margin and said sleeve section a 
substantiallyi conical'zone portion, said closure 
end Zone beingiof greater ?exibility than said 
central section and said'sleeve section with the 
g'e‘ner‘at'r'ix of'the outer‘ surfacecof said zone be 
ing disposed substantially at an angle to the axis 
of said plug of between about 45° and a few de 
grees less than 90°. 

2. The crowned cupped resilient plug as de 
?ned in claim 1 characterized by the provision of 
said zone portion in substantially the shape of 
the surface of a frustum of a right cone with 
the thickness thereof being substantially less than 
the thickness of the Walls of said base sleeve sec 
tion and said stiffened central section to assure 
relatively greater ?exibility. 
.3. The crowned cupped resilient plug as de 

?ned in claim 2 characterized by a disposition of 
the wall of said zone portion relative to the axis 
of said plug resulting from arrangement of the 
generatrix of its outer surface at an angle of 
about 45°- to said axis. . 

4; The crowned cupped resilient plug as de 
?ned in claim 3 characterized by the provision 
of normally-closed, pierced slits in said domed 
closure end permitting said plug to serve as a 
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one-way valve with said slits opening under ?uid 
pressure applied from within said base sleeve sec 
tion and closing with in-folding of the domed 
closure and upon application of ?uid pressure 
externally thereto. 

5. A crowned cupped resilient plug for tubular 
structures comprising a body of resilient mate 
rial including a base sleeve provided with rela— 
tively thick walls to assure relative rigidity; a 
relatively thin-walled, highly ?exible, frusto-con 
ical section circumferentially joined at its base 
to and protruding from one end of said sleeve 
with the generatrix of its outer surface arranged 
at an angle to the axis of said plug of between 
about 45° and a few degrees less than 90°; and a 
stiffer,‘ transversely-extending, axially-located 
section closing off the outer smaller end of said 
frusto-conical section. 

6; A crowned cupped resilient plug for tubular 
structures comprising a body of resilient mate 
rial including a base sleeve provided with rela 
tively thick walls to assure relative rigidity; a 
relatively thin-walled, highly ?exible, frusto-con 
ical section circumferentially joined at its base to 
and protruding from one end of said sleeve with 
the generatrix of its outer surface arranged at an 
angle to the axis of said plug of about 45°; and 
a stiffer, transversely-extending, ‘axiallyelocated 
section closing off the outer smaller end of said 
frusto-conical section. 

'7. A crowned cupped resilient plug for tubular 
structures comprising a body of resilient material 
including a base sleeve provided with relatively 
thick walls to assure relative rigidity; a relatively 
thin-walled, highly ?exible, frusto-conical sec 
tion cireumferentially joined at its base to and 
protruding from one end of said sleeve with the 
generatrix of its outer surface arranged at an 
angle to the axis of said plug of between about 
45° and a few degrees less than 90°; said frusto- .1 
conical section having normally-closed pierced 
slits therein to be opened by ?uid pressure ap 
plied from within said base sleeve; and a stiffer, 
transversely-extending, axially-located section 
closing off the outer smaller end of said frusto 
conical section. 

8. A crowned cupped resilient plug for tubular 
structures comprising a body of resilient material 
including a base sleeve provided with relatively 
thick walls to assure relative rigidity; a relatively 
thin-walled, highly ?exible, frusto-conical sec~ 
tion circumferentially joined at its base to and 
protruding from one end of said sleeve with the 
generatrix of its outer surface arranged at an 
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8 
angle to the axis of said plug of about 45"; said 
vfrusto-conical section having normally-closed 
pierced slits therein to be opened by ?uid pres 
sure applied from within said base sleeve; and 
a stiffer, transversely-extending, axially-located 
section closing off the outer smaller end of said 
frusto-conical section. 

9. A crowned cupped resilient plug for tubular 
structures comprising a body of resilient ma 
terial including a base sleeve having relatively 
thick walls to assure relatively high rigidity and 
with its outer surface being substantially cylin 
drical to be fitted into a tubular hole; a relatively 
thin-walled, highly ?exible frusto-conical sec 
tion circumferentially joined at its larger base 
end to one end of said sleeve and protruding 
therefrom with the generatrix of its outer sur 
face arranged at an angle of about 45° to the 
axis of said plug; and a stiffer, transversely 
extending tip portion closing off the outer, 
smaller end of said frusto-conical section with 
a protruding circumambient external stiffening 
ribv thereon arranged about a relatively thin 
needle-pierceable area thereof. 

10. A crowned cupped resilient plug for tu 
bular structures comprising a body of resilient 
material including a base sleeve having rela 
tively thick walls to ‘assure relatively high rigid 
ity andv with its outer surface being substan 
tially cylindrical to be ?tted into a tubular hole, 
the bore of said sleeve being enlarged at its outer 
end; . a relatively thin-walled, highly ?exible 
frusto-conical section circumferentially joined at 
its larger base end'to the outer end of said sleeve 
:and protruding therefrom with the generatrix of 
its outer surface arranged at an angle‘ of about 
45° to the axis of said plug; and a stiffer, trans 
versely-extending tip ' portion closing off the 
outer smaller end of said frusto-conical section 
with a protruding circumambient external 
stiffening rib thereon arranged about a rela 
tively thin needle-pierceable area thereof. 

' 11. The crowned cupped resilient plug as de 
?ned‘ in claim 10 characterized by the shaping 
of the bore in said'sleeve to provide near its 
inner open end a constricted throat with the 
walls of the bore gradually ?aring from that con 
striction to' the wider portion thereof at its outer 
end so that said frusto-‘conical section is of max 
imum width to provide for free ?exing action 
thereof. 

' MARSHALL L. LOCKHART. 
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